## Aircraft Specifications – Pilatus PC12 S/N 533, Reg. N533PC, 2004

### Airframe
- 510 Hrs. TT

### Engine: PT6A-67B
- 510 Hrs. TT

### Engine
- Trend Group Trend Monitoring Analysis

### Propeller
- 510 Hrs. TSN

### Base Aircraft
- Series 10
- Color: White Base with Hunter Green and Red

### Avionics
- Electronic Flight Instrument Package – EFIS 50 Including copilot and 2\textsuperscript{nd} Pitot Static System
- COM/NAVS: Dual Garmin 530
- AP: King KFC-325
- Audio Panel: Garmin GMA 340
- DME: King KN-63
- ENCAL: AM 250
- XPNDR: Garmin GTX 327
- ADF: King KX87
- GPS: Garmin 530
- Weather Radar: RDR 2000
- FIS: KDR 510 with NexRad
- Multi-Function Display: KMD 850
- Traffic/Terrain: KMH 880 Multi-hazard
- Radar Altimeter: KRA 405
- Stormscope: WX 500
- Second AHRS: LCR92
- Phone: AirCell Iridium ST 3100 with 2 handsets
- Flight Hour Recorder: Yes
- Battery: NiCAD
- Emergency Power System: Yes
- Entertainment System: Yes
- Recognition Lights: Yes
- 110 V Inverter: 3 Outlets

### Interior
- 1 each: Additional Air Conditioning
- 1 each: Wood on upper section of Aft Baggage Compartment
- 1 each: Stereo CD Player, 6 Headphone Jacks
- Cabinets: Deep Gloss Walnut
Metal: Chrome
Upper Sidewall: Special Grain Eurostretch – Beige
Chrome Handrail: 1 each
AC Outlets: 3 each – 1 in cockpit, 2 in cabin

Seats: Fireblocked Executive Interior. Six platinum upgrade perforated leather with contrast piping. Executive seats arranged in a comfortable 4-place club configuration with two forward-facing seats in the rear of the cabin.
6 each: Drawers in Seats
6 each: Articulating Headrests
2 each: Adjustable Leg Rests on 2 Aft Seats
6 each: Adjustable Lumbar Support
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